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Intro note
The Atlas Pantou Group, boasting 80 years of history, is an important chapter of the construction industry in Cyprus. With
respect for the art of construction, as well as our land and culture, two years ago it set a grandiose plan, to publish the first
comprehensive book on the history of Construction in Cyprus, with the main goal of contributing to our island’s culture.
The book “The History of Construction in Cyprus: From Prehistory to the 21st Century” unfolds just that, the history of
Construction in Cyprus from the dawn of human civilisation to the 21st century.
A select group of 10 scientists-researchers, based on modern research on the history, archaeology, and architecture of
Cyprus, has written down the raw materials, the techniques, and the construction forms in their diachronic course through the
political, social, financial, and cultural changes on the island.
Abundantly illustrated and with a glossary of technical terms, this bilingual edition aspires to be an essential handbook for
both experts and non-experts of the past and modern-day generation.
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Foreword by Mr. Tonis Toumazis
From cave dwelling to the first stone and timber structures, from clay to concrete and iron,
man has not stopped evolving. Once, in the distant past, we gazed at the skyline from the
port of ancient Salamis. Today we gaze at it from the balconies of skyscrapers, watching
merchant ships, cruise ships, and hydrocarbon mining platforms plough the seas of our island.

As a businessman and civil engineer, I have always admired the art and science of building.
Universities taught me how to methodically apply its techniques and principles, but it was my
father, Panayiotis Toumazis who taught me its moral code. Many years ago, in 1937, he
established his first construction office in Famagusta. This would be the cornerstone of the construction company that followed
and the group of companies that developed later on.

The journey throughout the years has proven very challenging. The 1974 Turkish invasion
inevitably affected the companies of the group, leading some of them to near closure.
We lost Famagusta and our properties, yet we never lost the courage to continue, nor
the ability to maintain the development of our expertise. After taking over the
management of the company in 1987, with consistency, persistence and immeasurable
hard work from all the personnel, we managed to transform the company into a highly
regarded and well-respected group by the name of Atlas Pantou.
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From prehistoric times to the present, the building techniques that have been adopted in Cyprus have played a major role in the
development of our quality of life; they have contributed to the local population’s survival, evolution and progress, even shaping
our culture.

The aim of this study was to record and publish the history of the art of building in Cyprus, from ancient to modern times. This
publication provides a fascinating insight into this aspect of our culture, and is an invaluable source of knowledge of our building
heritage from its origins up to the present day.

The book entitled The History of Construction in Cyprus: From Prehistory to the 21st Century is Atlas Pantou’s offering to our
country, its people and its culture. We deem it to be a project of timeless value, as it documents and showcases our cultural
heritage relating to construction. This is our way of contributing to the acknowledgement, recording and promotion of thousands
of years of human inventiveness and creativeness that is evidenced by a variety of buildings and structures that adorn our land.

I would like to sincerely thank all the authors, contributors and generally anyone who helped in any way to “build” this
publication.

Tonis Toumazis
Atlas Pantou Group of Companies
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Foreword by Mr. Panagiotis Touliatos
Emeritus Professor of National Technical University, Athens
Head of Department of Architecture, Frederick University, Nicosia

Ιt is possible that the reader of this book will wonder why anyone would wish to explore the past, and,
in particular, the history of construction in Cyprus. Why not publish a book about the future of the
construction sector or about present times and all those rapid developments that have changed
the skyline of towns in Cyprus? More and more people imagine what can be built in the future, and
they are right to do so, but is it possible to properly build a future without studying the past?

The evolution of human societies points, rather, in the opposite direction. Human society is like a staircase, a ladder on which
people climb by stepping upon the experience and knowledge gained from the past in order to move towards the future.
Therefore, just like any other knowledge, construction evolves through techniques that change over time. Building is practically
part of human nature: people have an absolute need of shelter, either fixed or mobile, which is consistent with the cultural
conditions of each era. Their needs change over time as do their shelters; this is the evolution of construction technology.

Southern European countries, like Cyprus, are better known for their history than the industrial, political or financial aspects of their
civilisation. This is an additional reason why it is imperative to preserve, promote and exploit the island’s architectural heritage. […]

The value of the island’s building heritage lies in the very fact that it “houses” all previous civilisations. Therefore, it preserves all
the treasures, the ones we have already discovered and the ones to be discovered in the future. Besides, constructions define
towns, or poleis in Greek, which is also the root of the Greek word for civilisation, politismos. Countries use their buildings to
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distinguish them- selves from other countries and to promote their culture. The walls of Nicosia are a good example, as they
inspire greater admiration than any other building in the capital. […]

Recording, describing and studying buildings is necessary for understanding their value as a means of cultural expression.
However, building craft and historical building techniques show a high degree of locality. It is difficult to successfully construct
buildings in Africa or the Mediterranean simply by studying books or examples, or for example, by studying the English historical
architecture. Any forced transfer of a country’s building standards to another country with different climate, construction
materials, architectural tradition and lifestyle, is bound to fail and could even be dangerous. For example, hasty construction
attempts in earthquake-prone areas entail a high risk of failure. […]. Therefore, it is our duty to seek the specifics of each region
and civilisation, and study the building “language”, so that their history can guide us to the next, big or small, yet definitely
successful and safe constructions.

Unfortunately, for centuries, people were only focusing on the surface, i.e. the artistic aspect of buildings. However, arguably the
real “magic” and what is remarkable about a building is hidden inside it: under the surface, within its structure and in the building
techniques that created it. It must be made clear that the structure of a monument is of equal value to its artistic morphology. If
it were not for the structure, there would be no building. [..]

Understanding the evolution of construction techniques safeguards our capacity to preserve cultural heritage monuments in each
region. Historical buildings transfer valuable information through time, regarding both their pathology and vulnerability. Collective
work and close cooperation between the various scientific fields that engage in building techniques is the best and most effective
method to correctly decipher this valuable information and successfully apply it when restoring historical buildings. […]
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There exist highly specialised books on architectural heritage but do we also need less specialised books? Should this category
be enriched? In my opinion, based on my long-term work experience in many countries, no action may flourish in a civilisation
unless people support it. Eventually it will all decay or be restricted or be set aside, unless people are willing to study and preserve
the civilisation of previous centuries. How can one persuade people to support the preservation, maintenance and exploitation
of monuments? Getting people to know their building history is the best method. When people are not familiar with their built
environment, they become indifferent towards it. Nowadays, schools and universities often focus on conventional construction,
setting aside the history of building techniques. Given this fact, how can it be possible to preserve historical and traditional
buildings, which not only provide us with technical knowledge, but also earn us income through tourism? Therefore, books that are
not highly specialised, yet are scientific and result from research, help the reader become more familiar with building techniques
of the past and present. Such books give people the opportunity to get to know the construction treasures of the past. [..]

Through the consecutive conquest by and the arrival of various foreign populations, Cyprus was exposed to and integrated
foreign influences in many sectors, including building. Therefore, Cyprus is now a “museum” featuring different building
techniques through its architectural monuments dating back to prehistoric times. Such techniques should not only be studied by
specialists, but should also become known to the public, as part of the island’s tradition and cultural heritage. This is the purpose
of recording the history of building techniques in Cyprus in this book.

Panagiotis Touliatos
Emeritus Professor of National Technical University, Athens
Head of Department of Architecture, Frederick University, Nicosia
Excerpt from the foreword by Mr. Touliatos for the publication.
The full foreword can be found in the book.
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Testimonials
Euphrosyne Rizopoulou – Egoumenidou, Petroula Hadjittofi
«The collective volume entitled The history of Building Construction in Cyprus: From
Prehistory times to the 21st Century, is the first book that captures the timeless
evolution of the built environment in Cyprus, in relation to the political, economic,
social and cultural conditions of each era.»
«Experts for each era, archaeologists, architects, and art historians were invited to
write it, who, summarizing the findings of the research so far, compiled a handbook
of high standards. The scientific data are presented in a simple and

Euphrosyne Rizopoulou –
Egoumenidou

Petroula Hadjittofi

understandable way, so that the book is addressed to both experts and the general public.»
«The texts are interspersed and visually documented with rich illustration, photographs, figures and maps, elements which upgrade a
version that meets the requirements of modern aesthetics. The technical supplements at the end of
the chapters, the schedules and the extensive glossary, which enrich the content, making it handy
and intuitive, constitute an important complement.»
«The main feature of this complex work is on the one hand the independence of the chapters that
represent each chronological phase, and on the other hand the internal unity of the individual ones
in a single, homogeneous whole.»
«By reading this book, the reader obtains a concise, comprehensive overview of the achievements of
the Cypriot building contruction, which is a crucial art for shaping the man-made environment,
culture and way of life in general.»
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Scientific Group
Panagiotis Touliatos - Emeritus Professor of National Technical University, Athens Head of Department of Architecture, Frederick University, Nicosia
Michalis Οlympios - Assistant Professor in the History of Western Art at the University of Cyprus.
Marios Pelekanos - Assistant Professor at the Department of Architect Engineers of Frederick University and he has been a PhD candidate at
the National Technical University of Athens. His research subject is the constructional analysis of the timber¬roofed basilicas in the Troodos
area in Cyprus.
Panayiota Pyla - (PhD, Μassachusetts Institute of Technology) is an architectural historian and theorist, and Associate Professor of
Architecture at the University of Cyprus, where she also directs Mesarch, a research lab focusing on the history and theory of modern
architecture in the Eastern Mediterranean
Efstathios Raptou - In 1999 he was appointed at the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus as an Archaeological Officer, with responsibility for
the Pafos district Archaeological Museum. Since 2012 he has worked at the Cyprus Museum, Nicosia.
Euphrosyne Rizopoulou - Egoumenidou - Expert of the Cyprus National Commission for UNESCO for the implementation of the Convention
for the Protection of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, Professor Emerita at the University of Cyprus, and, Adjunct Professor at The Cyprus
Institute, Nicosia. In 2019 she was designated founding member and Vice President of the Cyprus Academy of Sciences, Letters and Arts.
Georgios Philotheou - he worked in the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus initially as an Archaeological Officer responsible for the Byzantine
and Post - Byzantine monuments of the Limassol and Pafos districts, and then from 2010 to 2016 as a Senior Archaeological Officer
responsible for the Byzantine and Post - Byzantine monuments of Cyprus. From 2016 to 2019 he served as Curator of Antiquities, responsible for
the ancient monuments of Cyprus. He is on the Board of the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), Department of Cyprus.
Maria Philokyprou - Assistant Professor of Architecture at the University of Cyprus.
Petroula Hadjittofi - Special Scientist at the Archaeological Research Unit of the University of Cyprus.
Nasso Chrysochou - Associate Professor of Architecture at Frederick University, she also maintains a private office specialising in
architectural conservation
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More information
Atlas Pantou Group will donate the publication "The History of Construction in Cyprus: From Prehistory to the 21st Century" in the
following libraries:
1.

University of Cyprus – Learning Resource Centre

13. Press & Information Office Library

UCY Library "Stelios Ioannou"

14. Municipal Art Centre Library

2.

Library of TEPAK University

15. Library ΚΕΒΕ (Cyprus Chamber

3.

Library of University of Nicosia

4.

Library of Frederick University

5.

Library of European University

6.

The Cyprus Institute

17. CYS: Cyprus organization for Standardization Library (CYS)

7.

Cyprus Library

18. Cyprus-American Archaeological Research, Institute

8.

Elpinikios Library

9.

Library of the Department of Antiquities

of Commerce and Industry Library)
16. Cyprus Productivity Center (CPC) - Mediterranean
Institute of Management Library

Library (CAARI),
19. Limasol Public Library

10. Russian Cultural Center Library

20. Strovolos Municipality Library

11. Achillios Municipality Library

21. Famagusta Municipality Library

12. Archeological Research Library
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